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ENGLISH 125: THINGS  AIN’T ALWAYS BLACK AND WHITE 
College Writing 

1460 Mason Hall                                        Katie Will 
Mon. & Wed. 10 - 11:30 a.m.          willkath@umich.edu  
    Office: 3029 Tisch Hall 
    Office hours: Mon. 11:40-12:40 & 

Required Texts 
Books are available at Shaman Drum Bookstore, 313 S. State St. 

• Diana Hacker, A Writer’s Reference with Writing About Literature (Sixth Edition) 
• William Shakespeare, Othello (Signet edition) 

 
Coursepack (abbreviated cp on the rest of the syllabus) is available at Accu-Copy, 518  E. 
 William St. (769-8338).  *FYI: The shop only accepts cash! 
 
 

Course Description & Goals 
This writing course focuses on the creation of complex, analytic, well-supported arguments that 
matter in academic contexts.  Students work closely with their peers and the instructor to develop 
their written prose.  Readings cover a variety of different genres. 
 
This course operates on the premise that good readers make better writers.  In the academy and 
beyond, reading, thinking, and writing are intertwined; in many disciplines and professions, 
you’ll need to translate your ideas about what you read into clear, coherent prose.  With this goal 
in mind, we’ll use the theme of binary oppositions—and readings that both employ and 
deconstruct them—to develop critical thinking tools.  We tend to view the world and form 
opinions about it in terms of binary oppositions. Good/evil, male/female, public/private, 
healthy/sick, pretty/ugly, liberal/conservative—even chocolate/vanilla—are a few dichotomies 
that structure the ways we think about one another and ourselves. Reality, however, is much more 
complex—and a lot more interesting—than these simple oppositions would have us think. Thus, 
in this introductory writing course, you'll sharpen your critical thinking skills by reading and 
writing about the gray areas in language and in life. In addition to developing your writer's voice, 
you'll develop ways to think and talk about important issues from a variety of angles. By the end 
of the semester, you'll be able to discuss complex topics with more sophistication than most 
presidential candidates in a televised debate! 
 
The course is designed to develop the skills you’ll need to write well in any field as you continue 
your education at the University of Michigan.  By writing often, you’ll become familiar and 
comfortable with the writing process; learn how to revise thoroughly and effectively, both alone 
and with peers; make complex, well-supported arguments; and begin to develop your own 
writer’s voice. While our readings and discussions will help you to sharpen your critical eye, the 
class’s many writing opportunities will provide you with a forum for both sharing these ideas and 
developing your writing skills.  Throughout the semester, you will be responsible for four papers, 
various shorter written assignments, online discussions, and responses to your classmates’ 
writing. 

Grades 
Your grade will be calculated based on the following percentages.  
 7.5% In-class attendance and participation 
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   5% Reading quizzes 
15% Peer workshop responses  

 15% Short assignments & online discussion responses 
 12.5% Paper #1  (3 p.) – definition 
 15% Paper #2  (4-5 p.) – argument analysis  
 15% Paper #3  (5-6 p.) – interview synthesis 
 15% Paper #4  (5-6 p.) – Othello paper (textual analysis of play and/or film) 
 

Course Requirements 

Attendance and Participation (7.5%) 
Your regular attendance and participation are vital to the course’s success (and to yours)!  
Excused absences are given by my discretion and must be discussed in advance, except 
emergencies. You may use two unexcused absences before they begin to affect your grade; after 
two, each unexcused absence will lower your final class grade by one increment (i.e. 4 total 
unexcused absences = 2 dropped grades = an A- becomes a B).  Timeliness counts, too: class 
begins promptly at 10:10, and tardiness will affect your grade.  2 late arrivals = 1 unexcused 
absence.  

Readings & Reading Quizzes (5%) 
As you can see from the reading schedule, the class is organized around concepts that people tend 
to form drastically different opinions about: intelligence, political ideology, gender, religion, and 
race.  The readings include newspaper and magazine articles, personal and political essays, 
statistical analyses, and a Shakespeare play.  By reading a variety of written genres, you’ll learn 
to identify different argumentative techniques and refine your analytical skills of those 
techniques.  In turn, you’ll develop your own writing abilities: the assignments for each reading 
are organized with particular writing skills in mind.  
 
I highly encourage you to read with a pen or pencil in hand, so you can jot down notes on paper 
or in the margins of your text to prepare for our discussions.  Please come to class having read 
ALL of the assigned reading for that day.  From time to time, I will give unannounced quizzes 
to make sure you’ve been reading carefully.  A productive discussion depends on your 
preparation!  You need to actively engage with each text—not just so you can express your own 
ideas, but so you can respond to others’ thoughts, as well. 
 
Peer workshop responses (15%) 
You will conduct partner and small-group workshops to revise each of your papers.  Part of your 
course grade will be based on the thoughtful written responses you give your peers for each of 
these workshops.  On days when responses are due, bring one copy for yourself, one for me, and 
one for each of the people whose papers you have responded to. 
 
Short assignments & online discussion responses (15%) 
These assignments are meant to get you thinking about the readings for a particular day or week.  
They may be geared toward particular writing skills we’ve discussed, or they might be 
preparation for an upcoming paper assignment; they will be graded on a √, √+, √- scale. These are 
worth enough of your grade to make a difference come the end of the term, so be thoughtful and 
thorough! Even though the assignments are relatively short, they’re not meant to be journal 
entries: each one should be a careful, well-organized representation of issues you’ve thought out 
ahead of time. 
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On at least one occasion during the semester, I’ll ask the class to participate in an online 
discussion (see week 4). Your online responses will be counted as part of your grade. 
 
Papers (57.5%) 
Since this is a writing course, papers will make up the bulk of your grade.  Throughout the course 
of the semester, you’ll write four essay drafts, each of which you will revise and hand in as a final 
paper.  The papers are arranged in a sequence designed to build on the reading and writing skills 
you’ll acquire during the term.  The first essay will be a definition of a concept; the second, an 
analysis and evaluation of an argument; the third, a synthesis of interviews you will conduct; and 
the final, a literary analysis of Othello (and, if you wish, the movie O). 
 

Course Policies 
Conferences 
During the 6th week of the term, you will each meet with me individually to discuss your second 
papers, as well as your work in the course so far.  Of course, you’re free to come to my office 
hours at any point during the semester; these are the only mandatory conferences. 
 
Office hours 
Being proactive about talking with GSIs and professors will be vital to your success at Michigan. 
I encourage you to visit me in office hours – or make an appointment – to discuss the course, 
readings, papers, my comments, your ideas, etc.  Our conversations during these visits will 
benefit both of us, and they can help you develop interesting paper topics, focused theses, and 
well-organized essays.  If you have quick questions or comments, feel free to talk with me before 
or after class, or send them by e-mail (willkath@umich.edu), but please reserve longer questions 
for office meetings.  
 
Papers 
The four main essays should be typed, double-spaced, with 1-inch margins, in Times New Roman 
size 12 font.  Include your name, the assignment number, the course (English 125.044), instructor 
(Katie Will), and date in the upper-right corner of the first page, single-spaced.  Page numbers 
should appear on every page. Always staple your paper. When citing sources, use either MLA or 
Chicago format as they appear in A Writer’s Reference.  I do not accept papers via e-mail. 
 
Submitting your work 
An unexcused absence means you forfeit your grade for that day’s assignment.  Late work will be 
penalized: this includes C-Tools assignments posted after the assigned time, papers submitted 
late, papers submitted by e-mail but not in hard copy form, or papers placed in my mailbox after 
the assigned time. Lateness will lower your grade by one increment per day: a B paper turned in 3 
days late will be dropped to a C (B-, C+, C).   
 
Plagiarism 
Long story short: don’t do it.  We’ll discuss proper citation formats in class, so please see me if 
you have further questions about citing your sources.  The University of Michigan defines 
plagiarism as “submitting a piece of work (for example, an essay, research paper, work of art, 
assignment, laboratory report) which in part or in who is not entirely the student’s own work 
without attributing those same portions to their correct source.” For more information, see the 
English Department’s plagiarism policy: 
 www.lsa.umich.edu/english/undergraduate/plag.html 
In this class, a plagiarized paper will receive a failing grade, and the writer will be reported 
to the academic dean.   
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Sweetland Writing Center 
The Sweetland Writing Center is a fantastic resource that offers professional-level writing help by 
appointment.  You don’t need a final product to make an appointment: the Center will help 
you with any stage of the writing process.  Walk-in hours (during the evening), peer tutors and 
OWL opportunities are also available.  Contact the center for details: 1139 Angell Hall, 764-
0429, www.lsa.umich.edu/swc.   
 
Accommodations 
I am happy to provide accommodations to students with documented learning disabilities and will 
do everything possible to protect your privacy.  Please e-mail me or come see me within the first 
two weeks of the semester if you’d like to schedule an appointment to talk about any 
accommodations you’ll need. 
 
   
 
 

Schedule of Readings 
(Subject to change – this ain’t black & white, either) 

 
Week 1:  Then & Now 
Sept 3 Introductions; oppositions; Brooks, “Lunch Period Poli Sci” 
  * Before Monday: Reply to Katie’s C-Tools announcement; post introductory  
    essay to C-Tools 
 
Week 2 :  Conventional Wisdom 

8 Introductory essay due: Prediction for your first semester 
 Gladwell, “Examined Life” (cp) 

   
10 Discussion: Rules & definitions 

  * Over the weekend: work on draft of paper #1 – definition  
 
Week 3:  Speaking of Gender 

15 Draft of paper #1 due – bring ___ copies to class 
Salon, “Is the Semi-colon Girlie?” & “Facebook’s Gender Trouble” (cp) 
 

17 Newman, “I Do. Not” (cp) 
 

Week 4:  United We Stand? 
22 Paper #1 due in class  

  Dobie, “AWOL in America” (cp) 
 

24 Frazier, “All Consuming Patriotism” & Roy, “Come September” (cp) 
 * Divide into 3 groups for debate responses 

 
(Fri)  26 Watch McCain-Obama debate (9 pm EST) – allow 90 minutes 
  * If you’re not at home, find it online & watch it on Saturday 
 
(Sun)  28 Post debate responses on C-Tools during your group’s timeframe 
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Week 5:  The Red and the Blue 
29 Debate discussion 

  Brooks, “One Nation, Slightly Divisible” (cp) 
 
Oct  1 Excerpts from Fiorina, Culture War? 
  * Over the weekend: work on draft of paper #2 – argument analysis 
 
Week 6:  Lockboxes of Strategery 
  6 Draft of paper #2 due – bring ___ copies to class 
   * Preparation for debate with rival 125 section – readings TBA 
 
(Tues)  7 Watch McCain-Obama debate (9 pm EST) 
 

8 Debate of the 125s! 
         

Week 7:  Truthiness  
13  Paper #2 due 

 Discussion: Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, & Fox News 
  
14  Carr, “Is Google Making Us Stupid?” & Rich, “Literacy Debate: Online, R U 

 Really Reading?” (cp) 
 

Week 8:  Interlude & Interviews 
 20 FALL BREAK – NO CLASS 
        
 22  Reading TBA 
  Begin discussion of interview methods & questions 
  * Over the weekend: think about possible interview topics & subjects 
 
Week 9:  Faces of Fundamentalism 
 27 Jesus Camp screening  
   
 29 Interview paper proposal & outline due 
  Ali, “How (And Why) I Became an Infidel” (cp) 
  * Over the weekend: Conduct interviews 
   
Week 10:  Election! 
   3 Bring interview transcripts to class 
  Discussion: Political rhetoric 
 
************     TUESDAY, NOVEMBER  4 :  REMEMBER TO VOTE!  ********** 
 

5 Draft of paper #3 due – bring ___ copies to class 
  Election results - news analysis 
  

Week 11:  Portraits of Black & White  
 10 Paper #3 due – bring ___ copies to class 
 

12  Hurricane Katrina photos; Dyson, “Frames of Reference” (cp) 
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Week 12:  Narratives of Black & White 
 17 Othello, Act I 
 
 19 Othello, Act II 
   
Week 13 

24   Othello, Act III 
 
 26 NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING BREAK 
  * Finish reading Othello (acts IV & V)  
 
Week 14 
Dec  1 Discussion: Othello 
  O screening 

  
3 Proposal due for paper #4 – literary / film analysis of Othello 

Finish O 
  * Over the weekend: work on draft of paper #4  
 
Week 15 
 8 Draft of paper #4 due – bring ___ copies to class 
  End-of-semester recap & celebration 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
(Tues)  16 Final paper due @ 5 pm 
 

 
 

Have a great winter break! 


